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Texts and photos by RoyalSP-Members. Our goal is to give our readers a
unique way to discover the universe of #royalsirplus and to get ultimate
insights into the heart of the RoyalSP Aviation Alliance.

Published on the 1st of every month on
royalsirplus.com

Information

Information:
This is an information / review in the form of top topics on the current status in the RoyalSP Aviation &
Lifestyle Community (...) written for family and friends under the heading  "ThePlusMagazine"  by
hobbybased  RSP-Managers.  The  montly  published  magazine  is  not  commercial  and  has  no  financial
intentions.  The  contents  /  articles  are  written  from  the  RSP's  view  in  a  neutral  and  balanced  way.
RSPPlanespotting concludes the events happened this month and also give an overview about the RSPS'
community. The people, their behavior and the topics in general mentioned in the virtual aviation section
are purely fictional and serve the roleplay. Mentioned projects are based on our hobby and do not chase
any commercial goals. If you have any questions, please contact us via our e-mail:
royalspairline@web.de or via
royalsirplus.com/contact/support
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RSP-Planespotting

Spotter of the Month: @carl_aviation

RSPS Meets ILA & Community Meet-Up

Every  two  years,  all  sorts  of  aircraft  manufacturers,  innovators,  companies  and  groups  meet  at  the

international  aerospace  exhibition:  The  five-day "ILA"  offers  a  platform for  exchange  to  all  sorts  of

companies and manufacturers,  as well  as an exciting and worldwide known spectacle for visitors and

Avgeeks such as flight demonstrations, rare exhibits and much more. Of course, numerous members of the

RoyalSP Aviation & Lifestyle Alliance were once again represented at the aviation trade fair this year. In

addition to individual Meet & Greets of the members, this time also individual high-ranking managers

from RSP spotting, RSP Airlines and RSP Lifestyle were represented at the fair. Early in the morning,

many members were on their way to the fairgrounds at the "Pannenflughafen BER", which opened the

gates for the visitors on Saturday and Sunday shortly before 10 o'clock. In addition to countless booths in

the  halls,  outside  the  ILA small,  large  and  huge  aircraft  were  represented,  such  as  the  AN225,  the

A350XWB,  but  also  rare  guests  such  as  the  F35A and the  Airbus  Beluga.  Instead  of  Lufthansa's  5-

StarHansa B747-8, which was reported to have had a birdstrike, the jumbo jet in the new LH-Blue Livery

had come as a surprise guest to the fair, which always causes disagreement among the members. All the

official highlights could be surpassed by the Antonov AN225, which departed on Sunday afternoon under

the eyes and cameras of our present members and the other thousands of spectators and made a short

overflight over the grounds until it finally flew on to Leipzig.

RSP-Family Concepts

With  the  expansion  of  the  RSP-Family,  the  main  focus  is  on  the  characteristics  and diversity  of  the

community. The very versatile and multi-colored subgroups and pages represent the RSP-Family with their

names and their own concepts and contribute significantly to the success of the entire community with

their  daily  commitment,  motivation  and  cooperation.  For  the  two-year  anniversary  of  the  Travel  &

Lifestyle Cards of the RSP, there was now a special event for the original members of the RoyalSP. Until

30.4. the members of the different groups had time to send in their best photos with the #RoyalSPcards.

These images are then, according to the from the RSPS Avleague known voting process by the community

and priced accordingly.  This  event is  intended to represent  the international  diversity of the Travel  &

Lifestyle Cards and, accordingly, provide a colorful competition within the community.
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RSPS Meets Aero Friedrichshafen

The most important exhibition for General Aviation in Europe took place again this  year under bright

sunshine and summery temperatures between 18th and 21st April  at  the Bodensee-Airport,  where GA

Aviation meets annually: In addition to private pilots and their own aircrafts, interested people from all

over the world came to the southern German city to see the latest innovations of the GA industry, to make

purchases or just to talk to the various international exhibitors. Numerous members of the RoyalSP from

Germany, Switzerland and Austria visited the fair this year as well. During the visitors' days, they took a

close look at the fair and occasionally had some meet ups. The new virtual reality flight simulators from

well-known manufacturers appealed to our members as well as the exhibited business jets represented by

Embraer, Cessna, Pilatus and other renowned names. Furthermore, our members could inform themselves

about the booming market for private drones. Last but not least, racing drones were exhibited and flown,

taking part in real competitions and attracting the attention of many spectators.

RoyalSP-Virtual Airlines Group

ILA Berlin

The ILA in Berlin was once again a full success for the RSP-Airlines Group this year, as the first statistics

show. This year, the VA-Group had its battleship, the Airbus A380 D-ARSM, at the aerospace fair, which

was freely accessible. In addition, many managers and pilots were available to visitors on all days of the

fair. To ask questions, to find out more and to have a look at the latest innovations in the RSP-Airlines

Group. Visitors of the RSP stand were particularly impressed by the new seating arrangement of the Airbus

A330, which was equipped with 12 new Business Class seats and generally restructured in order to be able

to continue offering passengers every service that is currently possible above the clouds. Furthermore, at

the official  press meeting with the A380 in the background, it  was announced that the A330 will  not

change to the RSP-International as planned, but will remain in the RSP-Express for reasons of cost. At a

smaller stand, visitors were also able to find out about the planned special flight routes during the Soccer

World Cup and even book tickets directly. The VA-Group's already excisting shuttle service to the ILA

Berlin, so would be relocated only to Russia – instead of ILA visitors just with football fans. In the rest of

the program, visitors had the opportunity to try out the premium first class seats of the RegionalSP, which

are installed in the luxury jet CRJ700 D-ARSJ as well as in the private jet of the regional Lear45 to ensure

above-average comfort above the clouds. 
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Easter Routes

Also for the pilots we had a surprise for Easter at the beginning of the month! For one week, special flight

destinations, such as those to Bali and the Easter Islands, were activated for the pilots. After each flight, the

pilots had a few days off to spend their holidays together and enjoy the time together as well. The interest

and  the  joy  about  the  special  flight  destinations  served  by RSP-Express  and  Co.  were  great.  Many

passengers were happy about the special offers and the associated holiday. Occasionally, during flights to

Easter  Island,  culinary delights were offered to  First  and Business Class passengers,  such as the very

popular Chilean wine and delicious local fish and seafood.

For the flights to Bali, the passengers were offered colorful fruit platters, which included local fruits such

as mangosteens or the snakeskin fruit Salak, as well as pineapple etc. At the airport, the machines were

each welcomed by water fountains to celebrate the special flight routes. After a week, then all the aircraft

were back in regular service. 

News From The RSPA

The launch of the new system for the RSP-Airlines Group is approaching and is already in the final phase

of programming: The specially assembled team in the RSP works daily on the own, individual tracking

system, which the community is already looking forward to. Also part of the team is the discontinued CTO,

which will  be known under the RSP's nickname SirPhil.  In addition to the new Tracking System, the

prestigious RSP-Flight School is already training the next generation of pilots to join the RSP-Group on

time to transport the crown around the world. Whether the new system will be used right now is not yet

known.

The crown has returned together with CEO SirSimon from Hawaii. Since 5th April, the head of the VA-

Group is back on European soil after spending the cold winter months on Hawaii with his Airbus A340-

300 "Quantum". Just in time for the major German aviation trade fairs SirSimon is back in the RSP-

Headquarters. After the many exhausting but successful dates in April, the CEO desires to return to the

white beaches of the volcanic islands from time to time. But even there, the reality would catch up with

him after some time, because business can not wait, but will always be an important part of everyday life –

including that of the CEO. 
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Lifestyle – Topic: Travel and Lifestyle

Travel

A new way of traveling or a fun gimmick that makes you smile? The new design of the RSP-Snapback

caps caused a stir after a short time. The caps have customizable "boarding passes" on their front. As the

customizable boarding pass not only includes realistic data, but also a corresponding QR code which is a

scannable code that forwards you immediately to the homepage of the RoyalSP. Especially when traveling,

the printed Snapback Caps are always reasons for astonished faces, as the boarding pass is printed directly

on the cap.

Brilliant faces are provided by the teddy bear LittleSirPlus, which has already been able to collect several

flying hours on his travels. This year the little bear went to Vienna and Berlin to the ILA, which he visited

together with the RSP-Crew. LittleSirPlus, with the RSP-Crown on the shirt, is a symbol of the lifestyle of

the RSP for many members and always provides beautiful and above all sweet moments wherever he

travels. 

RSP-Planedrawing

Be it a boring lesson, at university or just in the free time: Almost every aviation enthusiast has painted a

plane in his life. The spring feelings are now also clearly noticeable and thus the creative streak of some

members continues to develop. With the new platform RSP-Planedrawing, we offer the artistically talented

as well as the normalos among the members, the possibility to share their drawings, paintings and much

more and to post them on the website. All sorts of content, such as fictional airplanes, artistically decorated

works but also detailed artworks are the focus of RSP-Planedrawing. In the meantime, some members have

been inspired and are already at the first works of art to share them with the community.  The feeling of

finishing a work is just one of the most beautiful.

RSP-BBQ Season

With the first warm days, the barbecue season has started in many countries and with her the RSP-BBQ

Season in the northern hemisphere! The RSP-BBQ season, which usually starts around April, serves as a

meeting place for  many members who enjoy grilling as  well  as the backstage teams of  the RoyalSP.

Whether with the family, with friends or with other members, RSP-BBQ is always there when the grills are

lightened up.  The  first  pictures  with  #RoyalSPcards,  which  were  proudly shared  in  the  groups,  have

already been posted with the season opening this month.
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